
BETO’S SPORTS 
BETTING CLUB

A NFT Project to build a real sports betting elite community 
that is free of the traditional gambling and will guide the way 

into the future of Sports Betting in the Web3.



ABOUT THE PROJECT
BETOS’ SPORTS BETTING CLUB is a sports inspired NFT project consisting of 10,000 
programmatically, randomly generated sports panthers named “Beto” living on the Ethereum 
blockchain.
Our mission is a win-win, by giving holders of our Sports Inspired NFT exclusive access to a unique 
sports betting and day trading experience that produces the most stunning and profitable returns 
within all major international sports markets tested and used for over 20 years by Elite Members of 
our Sports Betting Syndicate members daily. This NFT project now comes to the public which allows 
everyone access to the Best Sports Betting and Day Trading Information money can buy, while 
allowing elite exclusivity into a sports enthusiastic communtiy, with access to the most mind-blowing 
and innovative sports betting and day trading information from a proprietary sports betting and day 
trading software platform…. An Elite and Exclusive Sports Betting and Sports Day Trading Community 
that produces +40% to +80% historical annual returns!!!



WHO IS BEHIND THE PROJECT
GLOBAL SPORTS BET NETWORK is the Industry leader providing Winning Sports Betting Information 
Worldwide… Our family of Sports Information Products reaches throughout the Global Market within most 
available Sports Leagues. We have over 20 years of Sports Betting Knowledge and Success and prove successful 
year after year. We look forward to sharing our Sports Betting Expertise and Valuable Sports Betting Information 
and platform to ensure when you engage in joining our GLOBAL SPORTS BET NETWORK family within any of our 
Sports Betting Information Websites that you receive the necessary expert information that will consistently make 
long term Sports Betting Profits!!! Join our GLOBAL SPORTS BET NETWORK today, and join the Elite 3% who 
consistently make money betting Sports!!!

Rod Vermillio 
CEO & Founder of GSBN

I am a successful Sports Bettor and Sports Day Trader located in Las 
Vegas, Nevada… I am also the creator of, and personally use my 
Proprietary Sports Software and Investment Platform to consistently 
make money Sports Betting and Sports Day Trading in Las Vegas… I 
personally put my own money where my mouth is every single day here 
in Las Vegas betting/trading the exact information used by myself and 
my Trading Syndicate historically making +40% to over +80% annually!!



THE NFT
Beto is the Subject character of our exclusive NFT Sports Betting
project which represents a sports mascot panther… Purchasing your
unique limited Beto Sports Panther gives you an invitation to join the
most exclusive sports betting information clubs on the Ethereum
blockchain.
Each Sports Panther is unique and programmatically generated from
over 70 possible traits, including expression, headwear, sports
clothing, fur color and more. All panthers are smashing it, but some
are rarer than others.
The panthers are stored as ERC-721 tokens and hosted on IPFS.
Purchasing a panther costs 0.5 ETH for everyone and there are no
bonding curves here.
To access the members only area, “THE BET OFFICE”, Panther
holders need to be signed into their Metamask wallet.
Your Beto Sports Panther NFT purchase also gives you an added
value of $1,299.99 which is based on each NFT Purchaser/Member
receiving a free 1-year Sports Betting and Day Trading Information
subscription on the Global Sports Bet Network platform… This free 1-
year membership is absolutely free with no obligation, so feel free to
use the information for your Sports Betting and Sports Day Trading or
just follow along…

PROJECT SIZE

10,000 NFTs
NUMBER OF TRAITS

90+
MINTING PRICE

0.5 ETH



NFT HOLDER UTILITY

BET OFFICE ACCESS
As a Beto Sports Panther NFT Owner, 

you will get exclusive access to the 
BET OFFICE, a digital members only 

area where you’re able to unlock your 
free 1-year GSBN platform for Sports 

Betting and Sports Day Trading 
Information. This exclusive 

Information is used by the World’s Elite 
Sports Betting Syndicate and it’s

partners.

GSBN VOUCHER
As a Beto Sports Panther NFT Owner, 

you will get exclusive access to the 
BET OFFICE, a digital members only 

area where you’re able to unlock your 
free 1-year GSBN platform for Sports 

Betting and Sports Day Trading 
Information. This exclusive 

Information is used by the World’s Elite 
Sports Betting Syndicate and it’s

partners.

BET FUND REWARDS
BSBC will use the Exclusive BETO 

Sports Panther NFT Owners Bet Fund 
monies at no charge, by using our 
proprietary Sports Betting and Day 
Trading Program and Platform, to 

Sports Bet and Sports Day Trade using 
the exact Sports Information to grow 
the community fund year-after-year, 

distributing profits yearly per our 
Sports Bet Fund outline which 

historically has produced +40% to 
+80% annual returns using the Global 

Sports Bet Network systems and 
strategies.

Every BSBC NFT Holder will benefit from the future expansion of the GSBN Sports Betting Plattfrom and will be 
able to generate predictable profts betting on sports based on our proven information. Every NFT Token 
represents a one yeare free VIP membership at GSBN with a minimum value of $1,299.99. 



THE BSBC BET FUND
How does GSBN use the profits from the BSBC token Sale?

GSBN and it’s strategic Sports Betting and Sports Day Trading partners, continuously us our Proprietary Sports Betting and Sports 
Day Trading Software information and implement Sports Bets and Sports Trades daily generating historical annual profits… Now 
we are offering to do the same for our exclusive community of BETO token holder’s by using a portion of the funds/profits of the
NFT token purchases by gifting $200K into what we are calling a BETTING FUND, once all of the limited tokens/offerings have sold 
out!!!! Once realized and sold out, this $200K will be put into capital account/bankroll that we call the BETTING FUND, for our
exclusive use in Sports Betting and Day Trading with hopes of using our proprietary sports betting and sports day trading 
software’s information and platform to self-perform in hopes to grow the Betting Fund for NFT token owners and GSBN trading 
partners for distribution by majority electronic vote at the end of each calendar year. Note that historical annual return rates have 
eclipsed +40% to +80% annually… Although no guarantees expressed or written, here’s how the community fund could develop 
over the next 3 years if the BETTING FUND realizes the historical returns after the NFT Tokens have been sold:

2022 (40% Return)

$280K
2023 (80% Return)

$504k
2024 (60% Return)

$806.4k
Note: if the community decides to cash out the community fund will split in same parts through the total amount of BSBC token holders.



THE STORY OF GSBN
GSBN was founded based on the experiences of our CEO and founder Rod Vermillio, who 
spend the past 20 years building and optimizing a leading sports league analysis software. 
After investing $250k of his own money season over season he realized that he was able to 
generate a predictable profit of 40-80% in average per season by betting based on the 
information from the software. 
Together with the online entrepreneur Yannic Vollmer he decided to build a whole new
company named GSBN in 2021 to share the sports bet information with everyone in the bet
industry that comes with a kind of investor mindset. And who is interested to stop the 
gambling game and to make predictable profits from sports betting each and every season. 

As we tested the GSBN products for the past 10 month with some selected partners we are 
now launching the platform now officially where the NFT community will play the 
fundamental role of building a sports betting elite company. 



THE BEST YEAR IN HISTORY
Today we can guarantee our members a return from 40% to 80% and we can proof it based on the 
bets GSBN does each and every monthy with our own money. 2022 was so fare the best year in the 
history of our sports betting journey. In total we was able to generate over 220% in return and the year 
is even not at its end. Our mission is to enable every of our community members to do the same. 



COLLABORATION
We are searching for collaboration partners that believe in the future of NFTs and understand the 
value of a strong community. As we are just finished the fundamental work it is now that time to get 
attention from the NFT space for our project. That’s where we need your help. We want to share an 
exclusive value with our collaboration partners communities that’s why we created the following 
partnership models.

PRIVATE MINT PARTNERS
We are offering 3,000 mint slots for exclusive 

partnership mints where community members of 
the partnership get exclusive minting rights 
before the public sale. Partners can choose 
between 500 and 2,000 spots to offer their 

community and will earn a 20% profit share. This 
partnership model is limited to 4 partners.

WHITELIST MINT PARTNERS
We are offering 4,000 whitelist spots to our 

partners where community members from the 
partner will get a minting guarantee at our official 
presale event. Partners can choose between 100 
to 1,000 spots to share with their community and 
we will share 10% of the minting profits with the 

partner. This partnership is limited to 10 partners.



WANNA BE A BART
OF WRITING HISTORY?

Let us talk about a collaboration

www.betossportsbettingclub.com/collaboration 


